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 IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF MISSISSIPPI

EASTERN DIVISION

PHILIP A. BROWN

AND CYNTHIA D. BROWN PLAINTIFFS

v. 7 CIVIL ACTION NO. 3219, \ mag -\L§NWT?

DEPUY SYNTHES SALES, INS. d/b/a

DEPUY SYNTHES JOINT RECONSTRUCTION;
DEPUT ORTHOPAEDICS, INC.;

DEPUY INTERNATIONAL LIMITED;

JOHNSON & JOHNSON;

JOHNSON & JOHNSON SERVICES, INC. ;

JOHNSON & JOHNSON INTERNATIONAL;

MEDICAL DEVICE BUSINESS SERVICES, INC.;
DEPUY, INC.;

DEPUY SYNTHES PRODUCTS, INC. ;

DEPUY SYNTHES, INC.;

DEPUY IRELAND UNLIMITED COMPANY; .

DEPUY SYNTHES JOHNSON & JOHNSON IRELAND LTD. DEFENDANTS

COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

COME NOW, Plaintiffs Philip A. Brown and Cynthia D. Brown, by and through their

undersigned counsel, and bring this Complaint against Defendants DePuy Synthes Sales, Ins.

D/B/A DePuy Synthes Joint Reconstruction; DePuy Orthopaedics, Inc; DePuy International

Limited; Johnson & Johnson; Johnson & Johnson Services,Inc.; Johnson & Johnson International;

Medical Device Business Services, 1110.; DePuy, Inc.; DePuy Synthes Products, Inc.; DePuy

Synthes, Inc.; DePuy Ireland Unlimited Company; DePuy Synthes Johnson & Johnson Ireland

Ltd. (collectively “Defendants”) and alleges as folloWs:

NATURE OF THE ACTION

1. The action involves Plaintiff Philip A. Brown and the personal injuries he has

suffered as a result of a defective Attune® Knee System (hereinafter “ATTUNE or “ATTUNE

Device(s)”). Mr. Brown, and countless others, have or will be required tO undergo revision surgery
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to replace defective ATTUNE Systems. Specifically, the ATTUNE’S tibial baseplate de-bonds,

or comes loose, causing severe pain, instability, and swelling; and requires extensive surgery to

remove and replace the defective component.

2. Defendants designed, tested, manufactured, labeled, distributed/placed into the

stream of commerce and marketed the ATTUNE Device.

3. Failure rates for the ATTUNE Devices have been much higher than reasonably

expected for such devices, necessitating premature surgery, rehabilitation and disability sueh as

that suffered by Mr. Brown.

4. Defendants knew about the defective nature of the ATTUNE Devices, yet

continued to tout their safety and efficacy.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

5. This Court has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1332 in that the .

amount in controversy exceeds $75,000.00, exclusive of interest and costs, and this is an action by

individual Plaintiffs against Defendants who are citizens of different states and jurisdictions.

6. Venue in the Southern District of Mississippi is proper pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §

1391(a) because a substantial part of the events giving rise to Plaintiffs’ claims occurred in the

Southern District ofMississippi, including the original surgery implanting the defective ATTUNE

Device in Mr. Brown and the failure of the ATTUNE Device and resulting injuries and damages.

Upon information and belief, Defendants regularly conducted business in the Southern District of

Mississippi. Defendants’ commercial activities in the Southern District ofMississippi include, but

are not limited to, the advertising, promoting, marketing and sale of ATTUNE Devices.
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THE PARTIES

7. Plaintiff Philip A. Brown is an adult resident of Forrest County, Mississippi.

Plaintiff was implanted with a defective ATTUNE Device on June 14, 2016. The device came

loose and required a revision surgery on June 10, 2019.

8. Plaintiff Cynthia D. Brown is the wife of Philip A. Brown an adult resident of

Forrest County, Mississippi.

9. Defendant DePuy Synthes Sales, Inc. d/b/a DePuy Synthes Joint Reconstruction

(“DSS”) is and, at all times relevant, was a corporation organized and existing under the laws of

the State of Massachusetts, with its principal place of business located at 325 Paramount Drive,

Raynham, Massachusetts 02767, and regularly conducted business in the State of Mississippi by

selling and distributing its products in Mississippi. Upon information and belief, DSS is a division

and/or subsidiary of DePuy Orthopaedics, Inc. (“D01”). DSS is a wholly owned subsidiary of

Johnson & Johnson, a publicly traded company.

10. DSS designs, manufactures, makes, imports, distributes, sells and/or offers for sale

total knee replacement prostheses, including the ATTUNE Device. DSS was engaged in the

business of designing, licensing, manufacturing, distributing, selling, marketing, and/or

introducing into interstate commerce, either directly or indirectly through third parties or related

entities, numerous orthopedic products, including the ATTUNE Device, as well as monitoring and

reporting adverse events related to the ATTUNE Device.

1]. Defendant Medical Device Business Services, Inc. (“Device Business Services”) is

and, at all times relevant, was a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of

Indiana, with its headquarters and principal place of business located at 700 Orthopaedic Drive,

Warsaw, Indiana 46582, and regularly conducted business in the State of Mississippi by selling
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and distributing its products in Mississippi, with a registered office and principal place of business

in Mississippi. Device Business Services is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Johnson & Johnson, a

publicly traded company.

12. Defendant DePuy 0thopaedics, Inc. (“D01”) is and, at all times relevant, was a

corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Indiana, with its headquarters

and principal place of business located at 700 Orthopaedic Drive, Warsaw, Indiana 46582, and

regularly conducted business in the State of Mississippi by selling and distributing its products in

Mississippi, with a registered office and principal place of business in Mississippi. D01 is a

wholly-owned subsidiary of Johnson & Johnson, a publicly traded company.

13. At all times, relevant, D01 and Device Business Services were engaged in the

business of designing, licensing, manufacturing, distributing, selling, marketing, packaging,

labeling and/or introducing into interstate commerce, either directly or indirectly through third

parties or related entitles, numerous orthopedic products, including the ATTUNE Device, as well

as monitoring and reporting adverse events associated with ATTUNE. D01 and Device Business

Services participated in the decision making process and response ofthe Defendants, if any, related

to ATTUNE adverse events and/or MAUDE reports.

14. Defendant DePuy Synthes Products, Inc. (“DSP”) is and, at all times relevant, was

a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware with its principal

place of business located at 325 Paramount Drive, Raynham, Massachusetts 02767, and regularly

conducted business in the State of Mississippi by selling and distributing its products in

Mississippi. DSP is division of D01. DSP is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Johnson & Johnson, a

publicly traded company.
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15. Defendant DePuy Synthes, Inc. (“DS”) is and, at all times relevant, was a

corporation organized and existing under the law of the State of Delaware with its principal place

of business located at 700 Orthopaedic Drive, Warsaw, Indiana 46581, and at all relevant times

was doing business in the State of Mississippi by selling and distributing its products in

Mississippi.

16. DSP and DS design, manufacture, test, package, label, distribute, sell and/or offer

for sale certain total knee replacement protheses, including the ATTUNE Device.

17. Defendant DuPuy, Inc. is and, at all times relevant, was a corporation organized

and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, with its headquarters and principal place of

business at Corporation Trust Center, 1209 Orange Street, Wilmington, Delaware 19801. At all

relevant times, DePuy, Inc. conducted regular and sustained business in Mississippi by selling and

distributing its products in Mississippi.

18. As DOI’s parent company, DePuy, Inc. was, at all relevant times, involved in the

business of designing, licensing, manufacturing, distributing, selling, marketing, and introducing

into interstate commerce, either directly or indirectly through third parties or related entities,

numerous orthopedic products, including the ATTUNE Device, as well as monitoring and

reporting adverse events associated with ATTUNE. Upon information and belief, DePuy, Inc.

participated in reviewing , investigating and/or responding to FDA adverse events and/or MAUDE

reports related to the ATTUNE Device, and in the decision of whether to submit reports of

ATTUNE failures to the FDA.

19. Defendant DePuy International, Ltd. (“DIL”) is a public entity or corporation

organized and existing under the law of the United Kingdom, with its principal place of business

at St. Anthony’s Road, Beeston, Leeds, West Yorkshire, L811 8DT, United Kingdom, and at all
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